Figurative Language Test
figurative language worksheets as a painter uses brushes and paint to create an image a writer also has tools to create an effect one of these tools is the use of figurative language where the writer changes or enhances the normal meaning of words, figurative language worksheets reading worksheets http www ereadingworksheets com figurative language figurative language worksheets 4 24 2014 8 09 21 am, figurative language test 30 questions developed by mrs king developed on 2008 02 15 99 828 taken user rating 3 31 of 5 0 109 votes 5 people like it 1 what do you call it when you use any element of language a sound a word a phrase a sentence more than once for emphasis assonance, figurative language usually requires the reader or listener to understand some extra nuances context allusions etc in order to understand the second meaning however figurative language is such a common part of regular speech that adult native speakers of a language can just as easily interpret figurative language as literal language, figurative language quiz definitions of alliteration similes and metaphors personification connotation and imagery, figurative language by yourdictionary figurative language is to a writer what a paintbrush is to an artist that is you can use it to take something simple or flat and transform it into something multi dimensional figurative language has the ability to be more impactful than literal writing it can expand readers interpretations and, traditionally figurative language such as metaphors and idioms has been considered derivative from and more complex than ostensibly straightforward language a contemporary view is that figurative language involves the same kinds of linguistic and pragmatic operations that are used for ordinary literal language, about this quiz amp worksheet figurative language covers a wide range of techniques that can make writing more creative and interesting this quiz will check your understanding of figurative, examples of figurative language by yourdictionary figurative language refers to the color we use to amplify our writing it takes an ordinary statement and dresses it up in an evocative frock it gently alludes to something without directly stating it figurative language is a way to engage your readers ushering them through your writing with, figurative language learn with flashcards games and more for free search create log in sign up log in sign up 50 terms jduvieilh8866 teacher figurative language test practice figurative language study play figurative language a word or phrase that departs from everyday literal language for the sake of comparison emphasis, figurative language test 2 this is a great way to finish your figurative language unit this test contains forty multiple choice questions these questions cover definitions of figurative language terms identifying techniques and analyzing whole poems, use these printable figurative language worksheets which focus not only on defining figurative language devices but also teach students to distinguish between literal and figurative language and correctly interpret the figurative language devices writers use, this one is for all of the poets out there just kidding all of us have used this type of communication at one point or another throughout our lives its probably true though that most of us have used this when weve been in love figurative language is an integral part of our personalities, this feature is not available right now please try again later, figurative language quiz amp worksheet for kids quiz figurative language regarding the song the house and the quiz allows me to test their knowledge on whatever subject in social studies i, figurative language name figurative language when a writer or speaker uses figurative language he is describir g something through the use of unusual comparisons this is often done to make a point generate interest in the topic or to make something clearer one
example of figurative speech is it was raining cats and dogs, poetry unit test directions read the following poem and answer the questions below the west wind its a warm wind the west wind full of birds cries i never hear the west wind but tears are in my eyes for it comes from the west lands the old brown hills and aprils in the west wind and daffodils, figurative language test 1 directions choose only one answer you are responsible for making clean marks and erasing your mistakes try your best when you are done check your answers section 1 definitions match the term with the definition shade in the appropriate bubble for questions 1 through 4 not all of the choices are used 1, designed to assess the ability to interpret the major types of figurative language or tropes such as similes metaphors proverbs and personification the two forms of this instrument each contain 50 items in a two part multiple choice format part i tests the meaning of figures of speech in isolation part ii tests the meaning in the context of a sentence s, figurative language is a tool that an author uses to help the reader visualize or see what is happening in a story or poem types of figurative language simile is a comparison using like or as it usually compares two unlike objects example his feet are as big as boats, grade 5 english language arts rw1 5 figurative language 4 questions on cst strategic thinking 1 authors and poets like to use figurative language in order to make writing more interesting and or to create mental pictures for the reader 2 instead of reading the words literally it may be helpful to ask yourself what idea or image the, figurative language such as metaphors and personification deviates from the literal meaning of words for the sake of more interesting writing it evokes comparison heightens emphasis and clarifies a new way of stating an idea or description the term figuratively speaking derives from figurative language just as literally speaking means something that actually happened, figurative language compares two things in a sentence with the purpose of creating a clear image writers use it in various forms simile uses the word like or as to compare two unlike objects for example the phrases like sleek as a panther or bright as the sun are all a form of simile, start studying figurative language test learn vocabulary terms and more with flashcards games and other study tools, figurative language test answers showing top 8 worksheets in the category figurative language test answers some of the worksheets displayed are figurative language test 1 figurative language test figurative language test 2 figurative language review work enrichment strategy identifying and giving examples figurative language what is it work reading strategies and literary elements, figurative language is that which provides the reader with comparisons substitutions and patterns that shape meaning literary texts sometimes make concentrated use of figurative language however most language is figurative in some sense because words do not have single objective meanings see also imagery figurative language, figurative language test name date directions fill in the blank with the correct definition alliteration hyperbole onomatopoeia simile metaphor idiom, part one examples questions here are some examples of what these questions might look like on the ged test what does the personification in sentence four suggest why might the author have used the word in paragraph 2 part two understanding how to apply figurative language when writing a passage writers make specific , of note figurative language will often feature a figure of speech which is an expression that includes words that are not used in their literal sense a figure of speech typically a metaphor simile idiom personification hyperbole or euphemism usually makes a comparison framing a point as something else in order to explain it, figurative language quiz test your knowledge of the following literary terms synonyms antonyms simile metaphor hyperbole and personification, this is a quiz to determine how well students are able to identify poetic devices used in poetry it also includes defining some poetic terms so since you are here give it a try and test the knowledge of the poet inside you, figurative language test key showing top 8 worksheets in the category figurative language test key some of the worksheets displayed are figurative language test figurative language test 1 name figurative language work 1 figurative language review work enrichment strategy identifying and giving examples figurative language reading strategies and literary elements identifying, this figurative language study guide is a handout for students with the main types of figurative language a definition and an example great as a quick chart for students or as a study guide with all of the definitions in one place, what type of figurative language is used in this sentence a simile b metaphor
c personification d hyperbole 2 my father was the sun and the moon to me what type of figurative language is used in this sentence students who took this test also took 4th grade language arts 2009 6th grade language arts 2009 figurative language quiz, now that you have learned about the types of figurative language it is time to review and practice with this quiz all answers are at the bottom of this page now that you have learned about all the different types of figurative language in the english language it is time to review and practice, whether it is hyperbole personification an idiom metaphor or simile the english language is full of figurative language this collection of worksheets will present the student with short sentences using unfamiliar language and ask them to identify the type being used, 6th grade english language arts quiz over figurative language in popular songs the songs come from various genres i tried to use fairly current songs but, a simile compares one thing to another using like or as her eyes are as blue as the sky a metaphor is an implied comparison between two things that doesnt use like or as the class was a pack of wild animals that day an idiom is an expression that means something different than what the, figurative language test 1 directions choose only one answer you are responsible for making clean marks and erasing your mistakes try your best when you are done check your answers section 1 definitions match the term with the definition shade in the appropriate bubble for questions 1 through 4 not all of the choices are used 1, figurative language hey guys welcome to this mometrix video over figurative language figurative language is just any language that employs phrases or words that have a different meaning than they would if they were interpreted literally this is in direct contrast to literal language where someone says exactly what they mean, figurative language also called a figure of speech is a word or phrase that departs from literal language to express comparison add emphasis or clarity or make the writing more interesting with the addition of color or freshness, figurative language test name date directions fill in the blank with the correct definition alliteration hyperbole onomatopoeia simile metaphor idiom personification 1 a funny exaggeration is called a an 2, function of figurative language the primary function of figurative language is to force readers to imagine what a writer wants to express figurative language is not meant to convey literal meanings and often it compares one concept with another in order to make the first concept easier to understand, what type of figurative language is used in this sentence a personification b hyperbole c metaphor d simile 2 my father was the sun and the moon to me what type of figurative language is used in this sentence students who took this test also took 4th grade language arts 2009 6th grade language arts 2009 figurative language quiz, figurative language test 2 directions choose only one answer you are responsible for making clean marks and erasing your mistakes try your best when you are done check your answers section 1 definitions match the term with the definition shade in the appropriate bubble for questions 1 through 4 not all of the choices are used 1, 1 after completing a unit on figurative language 6th grade students will be able to demonstrate knowledge of figurative language with 80 accuracy 2 after completing a unit on figurative language 6th grade students will be able to use figurative language to creatively enhance their writing
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